
Welcome
Experience your dream vacation this year. Choose from
Turkey's widest range of yachts and boats now, enjoy the
endless blue seas with the wind blowing through your
hair.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
Whether it's motor yachts or sailing yachts, you
determine your needs and leave the rest to us. Kartal
Yacht, the first and unchangeable choice of those who
want to buy a yacht, has always adopted the principle of
offering the best at the most affordable prices to our
valued customers.
You are in the right place to save both time and money.
We are at your service in Istanbul Pendik Marinturk with
our professional team.

YACHT OUR JOB
We offer services in everything from trading to transfer
washing and captaincy to maintenance and repair.



BOAT PURCHASE AND SALE
Whether you are buying or selling, Kartal Yatch is with y
ou.

MAINTENANCE
We are with you in yacht maintenance and repair works and
other engineering services.

CAPTAINING SERVICE
Call us for captainship support.

WASHING SERVICE
We offer boat cleaning and washing services with our Prof
essional team

BOAT TRANSFER
We transfer your boats from land or sea to wherever you w
ant.



INSURANCE
We offer insurance and consultancy services with our expe
rt team.

MAINTENANCE REPAIR - REPAIR
We do the maintenance and repair of your boats with our
expert teammates.
Are you looking for a company that specializes in repair
and repair services for your boat? Then you are in the
right place. We are at your service with our years of
experience. From electrotechnical works to safety and
comfort, all the services required to keep a boat in
perfect condition are at a single point. With Kartal
Yacht, we bring safety and comfort to the highest level
in all boat repair works from a to z with long-lasting,
environmentally friendly protective products.



MAINTENANCE REPAIR
The maintenance and repair processes of the boats, where
the blue cruise adventurers will enrich their own world
by discovering brand new worlds, enjoy nature, experience
peace, excitement and fun, are at least as important as
the production stages.

The quality of companies that produce or charter yachts
is not only because they produce luxury and high quality
yachts; It is also related to the fact that they
regularly maintain and repair the yachts they produce or
rent and sell to their customers.
We can collect yacht maintenance and repair operations in
five main categories. The main yacht maintenance and
repair operations that can be included under the headings
of Decoration, Paint / Varnish, Electrical, Plumbing and
mechanics are as follows:
Complete Refit



Interior Decoration Works
Design Works

Paint Applications
Antifouling Paint
Winter Maintenance
Composite Works
Teak and Woodworks
Chrome Works
Engine and Mechanical Works
Hydraulics, Plumbing
Electrical and Electronics
In fact, as in all jobs, a professional team should be
working in yacht maintenance and repair operations.



Every stage, from repairing and strengthening the engines
of yachts to renewing the paint of the yacht, is also
important. The reliability of yachts that are not
repaired and maintained will decrease as well as the
pleasure of sailing on a neglected yacht.



Every material that lives on the sea and comes into
contact with the sea has a certain life span and
durability. In order for the maintenance and repair
processes to proceed smoothly and not to waste money
unnecessarily, companies that have a good command of all
the process stages, know the materials and have high
experience should be preferred. Performing yacht
maintenance and repair operations on a regular basis
prevents encountering bad surprises at unexpected times.
While the blue voyage enthusiasts are getting away from
the stress of daily life and are excitedly on their way
to their dreams, if they experience any technical or
other problems with the boat on this voyage, the
situation will have unpleasant consequences for both the
company and the customers.



For these processes, where different maintenance and
repair techniques are used for summer and winter seasons,
a contract should be made with the companies regarding
the delivery date.

In summary, yacht maintenance and repair operations are
as important as production stages.

Maintenance
You can call us for services.

20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN YACHT



Time is valuable, reach the right decision and the
fastest result with Kartal Yacht.

80+ MOTOR YACHT
Dozens of our customers got the yacht of their dreams thr
ough us.

Institutional



We are at your service with our wide range of products
suitable for every budget and dream, be it luxury or
economical. .

our vision
To be a pioneer in the sector without compromising
professionalism and trust for our customers who want to
get full service for their money.

Our Mission
To provide maximum contribution to the country's economy
and employment by providing the best service in all
aspects of yachting.

Our quality policy
Providing first class professional service with our
expert team members is our top priority and unchangeable
principle.

About us

Since our company started to serve in the yacht sector in
2000, headquartered in Pendik, we have provided hundreds
of customers with the yacht of their dreams. We actively
follow the innovations brought by the sector in order to
be worthy of the trust our customers have in us.
Kartal Yacht We are here for your repair and other
engineering needs, in the purchase and sale of all kinds



of yachts you need in the maritime sector. The choice of
those who know the value of their time and Money; Kartal
Yatch

SERVICES

WASHING SERVICE
Boat Cleaning and Maintenance
In order to achieve the most effective results, you
should clean your boat before applying any maintenance to
your boat.

General cleaning
Start cleaning using boat shampoo and water. Using
regular soap will cause the surface of your boat to
oxidize quickly. That's why we recommend using the
Doodlebug System.

Hull and Deck Cleaning



After washing your boat, it is necessary to remove the
moss, dirt and stains left on the deck from surfaces such
as gelcoat, metal, paint and fiberglass.

Choosing the Right Diaper
Thanks to their microfiber and knit structure, which hold
dust, water and oil effectively. These cloths remove
solvent, dust and abrasive residues, polish and
fingerprints, leaving a completely clean surface.

BOAT INSURANCE
Regardless of its monetary value, a boat is an important
investment for its owner, both financially and morally.
Many boat owners feel the need to cover their investments
with an insurance policy in order to have both the
security against possible financial losses and the peace
of mind that this will bring. While you are insuring your
boat for the first time or renewing your current policy,
you will look for more favorable conditions, accept the
damages caused by the reasons covered by the scope and
compensate you in a short time without tiring you, and
try to find an insurance company that has less
bureaucracy and approaches in good faith unless the
customer proves otherwise.



It can direct you to get insurance for your boat under
the most suitable conditions by contacting insurance
companies that have these features and are specialized in
boat insurance; We can track your policy renewals, claims
and other transactions on your behalf.

MAINTENANCE REPAIR
The maintenance and repair processes of the boats, where
the blue cruise adventurers will enrich their own world
by discovering brand new worlds, enjoy nature, experience
peace, excitement and fun, are at least as important as
the production stages.

The quality of companies that produce or charter yachts
is not only because they produce luxury and high quality
yachts; It is also related to the fact that they
regularly maintain and repair the yachts they produce or
rent and sell to their customers.

We can collect yacht maintenance and repair operations in
five main categories. The main yacht maintenance and
repair operations that can be included under the headings



of Decoration, Paint / Varnish, Electrical, Plumbing and
mechanics are as follows:

Complete Refit
Interior Decoration Works
Design Works
Paint Applications
Antifouling Paint
Winter Maintenance
Composite Works
Teak and Woodworks
Chrome Works
Engine and Mechanical Works
Hydraulics, Plumbing

Electrical and Electronics
In fact, as in all jobs, a professional team should be
working in yacht maintenance and repair operations.

Every stage, from repairing and strengthening the engines
of yachts to renewing the paint of the yacht, is also
important. The reliability of yachts that are not
repaired and maintained will decrease as well as the
pleasure of sailing on a neglected yacht.
Every material that lives on the sea and comes into
contact with the sea has a certain life span and
durability. In order for the maintenance and repair
processes to proceed smoothly and not to waste money
unnecessarily, companies that have a good command of all
the process stages, know the materials and have high
experience should be preferred. Performing yacht
maintenance and repair operations on a regular basis
prevents encountering bad surprises at unexpected times.
While the blue voyage enthusiasts are getting away from
the stress of daily life and are excitedly on their way
to their dreams, if they experience any technical or
other problems with the boat on this voyage, the
situation will have unpleasant consequences for both the
company and the customers.



For these processes, where different maintenance and
repair techniques are used for summer and winter seasons,
a contract should be made with the companies regarding
the delivery date.
In summary, yacht maintenance and repair operations are
as important as production stages.


